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SIMLEAD Accessories
Optional Accessory

Push-open Synchronization Rod
Applies in SIMLEAD metal and wooden drawer system. The synchronization kit 
enhances better push open triggering range in wider and taller drawer. It is a 
recommended accessory kit to add on all width drawer. (Applies to push to open and 
soft closing slides only)

Optional Accessory

Vibration Safety Design (VSD) 
VSD has the following features:

Reminder: For safety concern and high sensitivity of VSD, it is suggested to install SIMLEAD drawer slides in stable 
cabinets, so VSD will not be activated due to the instability of cabinets.

maximum opening of 2cm (3/4”)

Stopped at 2cm (3/4”)

1. On the event of vibration
The drawer with VSD will only have a 
maximum opening of 2cm (3/4 inch).

2. During vibration
The drawer will not be fully extended and 
stopped at 2cm(3/4”) only.

3. After vibration
Reset VSD with the following steps:
■ If the drawer is still fully closed, it 

doesn’t need to do any reset.
■ If the drawer is slightly open at 2cm,

•  When Push open + Soft Closing 
function is on, simply push to open, 
then soft-close the drawer again. 

•  When Soft Closing only function is 
on, simply close the drawer.
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Make sure the front clips have been removed before installing VSD. 
Caution
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3. After vibration finished
Reset the drawer with the following 
steps:
 » If the drawer is still fully 

closed, operate as usual
 » If the drawer is slightly open 

in the locked position, simply 
push to open and then soft-
close the drawer to reset.

2. During vibration event
The drawer will stay locked in place 
at 2cm (3⁄4 in) extension only.

1. On the event of vibration
The drawer with VSD installed will 
only open 2cm (3⁄4 in) maximum.

Vibration Safety Device (VSD)

maximum opening of 2cm (3⁄4 in)

stopped at 2cm (3⁄4 in)


